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Early Medieval Hispanic
constructions as material culture :
archaeology of architecture and
technology
Les constructions hispaniques du Haut Moyen Âge comme culture matérielle :

archéologie de l'architecture et technologie

María de los Ángeles Utrero Agudo

This paper is due to the projects : “Arqueología de las iglesias hispánicas del siglo X : la

circulación de modelos arquitectónicos y decorativos. HAR2017-84927-P”, funded by the Spanish

Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO) and AEI/FEDER, UE ; “El monasterio

altomedieval de Santa María de Melque (Toledo). Configuración arquitectónica, materialidad y

territorio” and “Arqueología de la Arquitectura en la iglesia de San Pedro de La Mata (Sonseca,

Toledo)”, both of them funded by la Junta de Castilla-La Mancha (Consejería de Educación,

Cultura y Deportes).

1 Understanding  of  late  antique  (6th-7th c.)  and  early  medieval  (8 th-10th c.)  Hispanic

churches has been updated in the last two decades thanks to the launch of different
archaeological projects both focused on the excavation of sites and on the analysis of
standing structures. This methodological renewal aimed firstly a deeper approach to
studying this architecture and its characterization and chronology, areas traditionally
examined according to stylistic criteria and written sources1. It aimed thereby to bring
archaeological  records  into  line  with  written  information,  leaving  thus  aside  the
previous role of the formers as mere complementary and illustrative accounts.

2 Results have made it possible gradually not only to review traditional chronologies and

features,  but  to  understand  the  proper  impact  of  the  movement  of  artisans  and
workshops,  to  comprehend the  role  of  the  commissioners,  to  approach consequent
technological change and to revalue the traditional established links and influences
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between Christian and Islamic constructions in the Iberian Peninsula2, breaking thus
traditional architectural frontiers3.

3 In order to explain the above, this paper presents firstly some updated conceptual and

methodological considerations. It shows secondly how archaeological sequences might
be interpreted technologically, allowing thus to make visible the artisans, their tools,
techniques and knowledge, along with the building process. All these connected aspects
are explained from a methodological perspective and are illustrated by showing some
results recently obtained thanks to the archaeological analysis of some early medieval
churches : San Pedro de La Mata and Santa María de Melque, both sited in the province
of Toledo and dated to late 8th century ; and San Cebrián de Mazote and San Miguel de
Escalada, both located in the northern plateau and dated to late 9th century (Fig. 1).
These examples show common and different key features for the understanding of the
construction activity during this period.

Fig. 1a. San Miguel de Escalada (Gradefes, León) (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).
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Fig. 1b. San Cebrián de Mazote (San Cebrián de Mazote, Valladolid) (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

Fig. 1c. Santa María de Melque (San Martín de Montalbán, Toledo) (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).
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Fig. 1d. San Pedro de La Mata (Sonseca, Toledo) (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

 

1. Archaeological methodology and building
technology: benefits and limits

4 The construction of a masonry building is a complex process involving a sequence of

staged  and  programmed  transformational  activities  (planning  and  projecting,
acquisition  and  transport  of  material,  working  on  site  and  building),  and  related
production cycles of the different employed materials (stone, metal, timber…). All these
activities and production cycles require besides different skills and human, material
and funding resources4.

5 However,  due  to  the  nature  of  the  material  evidences,  archaeology  is  only  able  to

approach  some  of  these  activities,  namely  the  acquisition  of  materials  and  its
transformation5. Survey to select and exploit quarries for materials or the selection of
building sites are, for example, invisible parts of the process. It is in the quarry, the
building and the working areas, where we can find material evidence related to the
building process.

6 Early  medieval  Hispanic  quarries  (and  European  in  general6)  have  not  been  so  far

properly  analysed.  Preliminary  fieldwork  results  are  promising  regarding  the
knowledge of the masons about the selection of materials according with quality and
function and about the available areas of exploitation, as it is shown below. But there is
still a long way to walk7.

7 As regards standing constructions, these are archaeological sites,  since they are the

result of successive construction and destruction activities happened all  throughout
their  history,  which  can  be  recorded  stratigraphically8.  Following  this  method,
buildings are divided into stratigraphic units, the relative chronological sequence of
which  may  be  established  by  identifying  and  characterizing  those  units,  and  by
examining  their  physical  relationships  and their  typologies.  Stratigraphy,  typology,
archaeometry (when possible) and written sources (when available) all work to turn
this relative chronological sequence into a succession of absolute dates, thus revealing
the successive stages of construction which usually underlie a single building.
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8 Common physical features and limits define archaeological strata. In standing walls,

strata are featured and dated by building materials (stone, timber, mortar), techniques
(tracing cuts, dimensions) and typology of single elements (doors, capitals, windows…).
According  to  the  stratigraphic  principle  of  typological  identity,  strata  made  up  of
identical materials and created by similar techniques are thought to be coeval9. Each
stratum  is  thus  defined  by  a  precise  type,  resulted  from  the  combination  of  their
features,  which  make  it  also  possible  to  date  the  stratum.  Type  and  stratum  thus
coincide, corresponding to a specific chronological period (Fig. 2)10.

Fig. 2. Type, stratum and technology (M.ª Á. Utrero).

9 Early medieval building technology was a practical material and structural knowledge11

(Fig.  3). Regarding the material aspect, technology is the knowledge owned and applied
by the artisans, by using specific instruments, materials and techniques. Structurally, it
is  the  ability  of  designing  and  projecting  a  building,  considering  likely  technical
problems and ensuring thereby that constructions do not collapse.

Fig. 3. Technology concept (based on UTRERO 2017).

10 Since there was no theoretical training in the early middle ages, this knowledge was

based  on  a  trial-error  process  and  on  experience,  transmitted  by  means  of  the
continuous activity  of  workshops (chain masters-apprentices)  and dependent on an
existing constant demand (commissioners). Their products remained the same as long
as  techniques,  materials,  instruments  and  artisans  remained  unchanged.  This  idea
corresponds then to the stratigraphic principle of typological identity explained above
and highlights the equivalence between stratum, type and technology (Fig. 2).

11 Taking into account these methodological and conceptual notes, it is our aim now to

explain  those  staged  and  main  transformational  activities  of  the  building  process
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(planning and projecting, acquisition and transport of material, working on site and
building)  by  bringing  together  some  material  evidences  recorded  in  the
abovementioned early medieval temples. It is not our intention to show their complete
archaeological sequences12, but to highlight the possibility of reading and interpreting
these in terms of technology.

 

2. Planning and projecting

12 The desires and resources of the commissioners, the skills of the qualified artisans to

produce every element (such as marble and limestone capitals and stuccos in Mazote
and Escalada, marble friezes in La Mata, stuccoed friezes and arches in Melque) and the
requirements of the monastic sites (dimensions of churches and additional necessary
rooms  and  infrastructures)  were  connected  key  factors  conditioning  the  building
project.

13 As explained below, the variety of  quarries exploited,  the combination of  materials

with  different  qualities  and  functions  (structure,  decoration),  and  the  diversity  of
constructions and spaces included within these big monastic centres (church, rooms,
fence…) underscore altogether the necessity of an accurate planning, with a project
manager  in  charge  of  ensuring  and  coordinating  material,  human  and  funding
resources during the project.

14 Although  theoretical  training  was  not  available,  recent  analysis  on  the  geometric

procedures of early medieval churches reveals a basic theoretical knowledge, reflecting
a  likely  previous  theoretical  project  adapted  to  each  building  case  and  tested  by
practical  activity  and experience13.  This  knowledge was  then necessary  transmitted
within the frame of the active workshop.

15 As  regards  architectural  and  constructive  references  and  according  to  some  few

evidences,  we  must  think  that  building  planning  could  have  made  used  of  simple
drawings, employed during the work to help complex details (voussoirs of arches and
vaults ; common springers in Mazote and Escalada, probably designed in situ). These
drawings  appear  on  walls,  pavements  and  fresh  plaster  (lost  engraved  arch  in  the
plaster of Madīnat al-Zahrā’,  Córdoba, and measuring marks in the paintings of the
Asturian church of  San Adriano de Tuñón14),  showing that  design and construction
were strength linked, adapting to each other and being modified or rethought when
necessary during the process.

 

3. Acquisition and transport of material

16 Once  project  was  demarcated,  next  task  was  to  obtain  the  necessary  construction

materials. Archaeological and geological investigations reveal that there was a proper
knowledge of the surrounding areas of the building site, an intentional searching for
materials,  an  understanding  of  their  technical  features  and  a  specific  use  of  them
according to the latter.

17 While the geological soil in La Mata was good enough to provide regular granite stones

for its construction15, it did not happen the same in Melque, where builders found this
stone  in  quarries  located almost  20 km far  away from the  site  and use  it  both  for
building and decoration16. By contrast, in the churches of Escalada and Mazote17, local
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rough limestone from the nearby quarries,  within a maximal distance of  5 km, was
employed to  build  the  external  masonry walls.  However,  fine  ashlar  limestone was
exploited in quarries located further away (Boñar, 20 km away from Escalada, and San
Pelayo  and  Peñaflor  de  Hornija,  9-24 km  away  from  Mazote),  featured  by  a  better
quality  to  cut  in  the  regular  stones  and  keystones  of  its  internal  arcades  and  the
sculptural elements (Fig. 4). Since quarries were in the nearby of the temples, there is
the chance that the former were part of the monastic goods, but this hypothesis needs
to be tested.

Fig. 4. San Cebrián de Mazote (Valladolid), regular keystones and reused and new elements of the
internal arcades, looking westwards (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

18 Known quarries are small in extension and depth, having being used for a short time of

period18. Concerning the granite of La Mata and Melque, wide exploitation fronts were
open in the stone massif and irregular outcrops. Regarding limestone used in Mazote
and Escalada, many hillsides’ banks were quarried superficially at the same time for a
unique building project, making use of wide working areas. These quarries were easily
and economically worked, not only because of its mentioned vicinity, but also because
natural cracks were made use of and there was not almost any waste material.

19 Geological structure of these outcrops enables also explaining the selection and use of

the stone in the buildings. Regular limestones were obtained in the lowest banks of the
outcrops, which are higher in dimension, while rough masonry was exploited in the
upper banks, these smaller and of poorer quality. The heights of the banks (ca. 40 cm)
condition  then  the  dimension  of  the  regular  ashlar  stones  of  Mazote.  And  the
heterogeneous rough outcrops of  Escalada explain why stones are irregular in size,
form and setting. Similarly, the thickness of the sedimentary strata or the alteration
and cracking process of the granites determine the form and dimensions of the ashlar
stones in La Mata and Melque (Fig. 5). This correlation can be also observed between
the heights of the marble imposts of La Mata and those of the geological strata at the
quarry (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5a. Santa María de Melque (Toledo), granite ashlar stone (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

Fig. 5b. Santa María de Melque (Toledo), granite massif exploited for its construction, with wide
spaces between fractures (UTRERO, ÁLVAREZ, 2018, in progress).
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Fig. 6a. San Pedro de La Mata (Toledo), structure of the nearby marble quarry (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

Fig. 6b. San Pedro de La Mata (Toledo), frieze produced with material coming from that marble quarry
(cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

20 This aspect shows a direct relationship between the building and decorative techniques

and the geology and confirms again the competence of the masons when searching for
appropriate  material.  Since  quarries  for  rough  stone  masonry  are  close  to  the
construction site, there is the chance that masons were the same people at both sites,
given the materials a form already at the quarry and reducing thus cutting work. This
cannot be affirmed in the case of ashlar stone masonry, coming from long distances,
and necessarily finished on site, as it is shown by the finishing traces on the surfaces of
the elements or the incisions on the keystones.

21 The distance between quarries and building site had a direct effect on the building

process and its cost. Those regular limestones (arcades of Escalada-Boñar, of Mazote-
San Pelayo and Hornija ; south porch and apse of Escalada-Boñar) were more expensive,
since  the  long  distance  of  the  quarries  and  the cutting  work  would  increase  the
expenses on transport and time working. Rough stones employed in the perimeter wall
(and in the monastic rooms) were more accessible and cheaper, being worked at the
same time locally and therefore most used.

22 New quarried elements were employed along with reused one (Fig. 4). Heterogeneous

in form, material and chronology, reused elements must be therefore understood not
as the result of a simple plundering of old buildings, but of a specific commerce of these
elements19. Otherwise, searching for old materials at different sites and its transport
would be expensive and long and would require different skills. Among these, marble
shafts were always reused. Taking into account the relevance of the supports when
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modulating the buildings20, their dimensions had to be considered by builders before
obtaining the shafts.

 

4. Working on site and building

23 Archaeological  sequences  include  material  evidences  to  approach  those

abovementioned  technological  components  (artisans,  instruments,  techniques  and
knowledge : Fig. 7 and 8).

Fig. 7. Santa María de Melque (Toledo) and San Pedro de La Mata (Toledo), temporal and
technological sequences recorded (M.ª Á. Utrero).

Fig. 8. San Cebrián de Mazote (Valladolid) and San Miguel de Escalada (León; phases I and II),
temporal and technological sequences recorded (M.ª Á. Utrero).

24 At these monastic churches, local unskilled craftsmen could work together with foreign

and qualified artisans, being the latter and its mobility responsible for the differences
between the productions21. This aspect is most recognisable in the decorative features
(sculpture,  painting,  stucco).  The  consulting  role  by  architects  between  related
monasteries  and  the  use  of  common  models  (probably  transferred  in  any  kind  of
support : stone, parchment…22) would also explain the similarities between buildings
that are distant geographically (Escalada-Mazote, 100 km in between).

25 Sequences show how different skills and professions worked together in a coordinated

way. In the granite stone churches of La Mata and Melque, masons were protagonist,
since  all  elements  (walls,  arches  and  vaults)  were  built  in  ashlar  stone,  being  the
builders responsible for providing material to make the core of the walls and for the
final setting of the pieces. In the basilicas of Mazote and Escalada, builders and masons
built the external rough stone masonry quoined walls, while masons mainly worked in
the interior, where new and reused materials had to be carefully cut and adapted to
each other to erect the internal arcades. Late reforms of Escalada, namely the southern
porch and the eastern wall, were made on the contrary by masons (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. San Miguel de Escalada (León), east wall, archaeological record. Phase I: rough masonry. Phase
II: regular ashlar stone (UTRERO, MURILLO, 2022, in press).

26 These buildings reflect as well the stone tools used. Regarding the designing devices,

the use of the ruler explains why ashlar stones, and also sculptural elements (capitals)
are trapezoidal, without right angles, and courses therefore not completely horizontal
(Fig. 5).  It  was in the early 10th century that the set square was introduced, as it  is
shown  by  the  mentioned  constructions  of  the  southern  porch  and  eastern  wall  of
Escalada (Fig. 8 and 9). This instruments makes it possible to design right angles, to
build complete horizontal courses and thus to speed up the working process, because
the height of the stones were already known and thereby recut and finished previously.
This change can be traced both in the building and sculptural elements (Fig. 10). As
regards the cutting tools, chisels were used to finish the surfaces of stones, applied to
different angles to obtain different kind of surfaces, and the trepan appears again in
the sculptural works23.
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Fig. 10a. San Miguel de Escalada (León), phase I capital (hall, limestone capital designed with ruler)
(cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

Fig. 10b. San Miguel de Escalada (León), phase II capital (south porch, marble capital designed with
set square) (cl. M.ª Á. Utrero).

27 Structural knowledge is overall revealed by the employment of quoins within rough

stone masonry walls,  of common springer and horizontal voussoirs at the arches to
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reduce  lateral  thrusts  and  of  thick  walls  bonded  at  the  angles  and  reinforced  by
buttresses,  among  others.  And  it  is  clearly  shown  through  the  general  design  and
dimension  of  the  construction24.  The  recorded  employment  of  structural
reinforcements, such as the timber beams introduced in the walls of Escalada, reveals a
precise knowledge on their structural benefits as stabilizers of elements with abundant
mortar25.

28 Structural inability is also shown in the cases of La Mata and Escalada. The first one

suffered an early collapse of its stone vaults due to the absence of a correct relationship
between the wall thickness and the span of the spaces, being the latter five times larger
than the former26. Archaeological analysis of Escalada records the movement of the
sanctuary eastwards, probably caused by the presence of a vaulted crossing space, the
weakness of the clay soil and the existence of previous structures on this area. In order
to avoid the complete ruin, a new ashlar stone wall with buttresses was attached to the
east wall, improving thus its thickness and stability (Fig. 9).

 

5. Final remarks

29 We  are  aware  that  we  leave  many  architectural  and  constructive  aspects  without

mention (further materials,  professions, historical context, chronological features...),
but  it  is  the  aim  of  this  necessarily  brief  paper  to  highlight  how  archaeology  of
architecture has modified our knowledge of early medieval Hispanic churches and how
archaeological  sequences might be interpreted as  technological  ones.  Most  of  these
buildings had been since long analysed, but it is stratigraphy and typology which make
it  possible  now to  approach their  technological  aspects hitherto  unconsidered.  The
archaeological record and the resulting sequence organise all the mentioned data in a
physical and temporal related way, giving the same relevance to every single element
and detail.  Archaeological record must be the basis of the interpretation, never the
other  way  round.  If  we  proceed  this  way,  we  will  be  able  to  comprehend  these
constructions not as only historic-artistic monuments but above all as manufactured
products,  resulted  from  the  evolution  of  different  technologies  and  connected
historical contexts.

30 To conclude. Is it archaeology of architecture a new science? This was the question

framing the corresponding session of ABAD 2019, to which this paper belongs. In my
opinion, archaeology of architecture is a new methodology, not so new though, actually
almost  40  years  old.  However,  if  we  apply  this  methodology,  our  science,  the
architectural history, will be hopefully new someday.
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ABSTRACTS

Late antique and early medieval Hispanic constructions have been lately analysed by means of

archaeological method, making this possible to obtain new data and innovative results regarding

their chronologies and interpretations. It is the particular aim of this paper to show how the

application of the archaeology of architecture has open new ways and venues of researching this

architecture by approaching aspects hitherto unconsidered since they were almost invisible in

the written sources and undervalued in the material ones. Craftsmen and their qualifications,

working  tools,  materials  and  techniques,  among  others,  make  up  technology  and  can  be

identified  within  archaeological  sequences,  which  must  be  therefore  also  understood  as

technological sequences.

Les  constructions  hispaniques  de  la  fin  de  l'Antiquité  et  du  début  du  Moyen  Âge  ont  été

récemment  analysées  au  moyen d'une  méthode  archéologique,  ce  qui  a  permis  d'obtenir  de

nouvelles  données  et  des  résultats  innovants  concernant  leurs  chronologies  et  leurs

interprétations.  L'objectif  particulier  de  cet  article  est  de  montrer  comment  l'application de

l'archéologie du bâti a ouvert de nouvelles voies et de nouveaux lieux de recherche sur cette

architecture  en  abordant  des  aspects  jusqu'alors  inconsidérés  puisqu'ils  étaient  presque

invisibles dans les documents écrits et sous-estimés dans les documents matériels. Les artisans et

leurs qualifications, les outils de travail, les matériaux et les techniques, entre autres, constituent

la technologie et peuvent être identifiés dans les séquences archéologiques, qui doivent donc être

également comprises comme des séquences technologiques.
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